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It’s Tougher at the Top!
Some suggest that we
expect too much of leaders.
Indeed, “renaissance” men
and women are rare.
Leadership, in a modern organization, is
highly complex and it is increasingly
difficult – sometimes impossible – to find
all the necessary traits in a single person.
t is my view that in the future, we will see
leadership groups, rather than individual leaders.
This change in emphasis from individuals towards
groups has been charted by the leadership guru
Warren Bennis. His work “Organizing Genius”
concentrates on famous groundbreaking groups,
rather than individual leaders. It focuses, for
example, on the achievements of Xerox’s Palo Alto

I
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Research Centre, the group behind the 1992 Clinton
campaign, and the Manhattan Project, which
delivered the atomic bomb. “None of us is as smart as
all of us,” says Professor Bennis.
The Lone Ranger is dead. Instead of the
individual problemsolver, we have a new model for
creative achievement. People like Steve Jobs or
Walt Disney headed groups and found their own
greatness in them. Professor Bennis provides a
blueprint for the new model leader. He or she is a
pragmatic dreamer, a person with an original but
attainable vision. Inevitably, the leader has to invent
a style that suits the group. The standard models,
especially command and control, simply don’t work.
The heads of groups have to act decisively, but
never arbitrarily.
They have to make decisions without limiting the
perceived autonomy of the other participants.
Devising an atmosphere, in which others can put a

Editorial

dent in the universe, is the leader’s creative act.
However, the role of the new model leader is
ridden with contradictions. Robert Sharrock, of YSC,
psychologists who cater to senior business
personnel, says: “Paradox and uncertainty are
increasingly at the heart of leading organizations”
A lot of leaders don’t like ambiguity, so they try to
shape the environment to resolve the ambiguity.
This might involve collecting more data or narrowing
things down. These may not be the best things to
do. The most effective leaders are flexible,
responsive to new situations. If they are adept at
hard skills, they surround themselves with people
who are proficient with soft skills. They strike a
balance
While flexibility is important in this new
leadership model, it should not be interpreted as

weakness. The two most lauded corporate chiefs of
the past decade, Percy Barnevik, of Asea Brown
Boveri, and Jack Welch of General Electric,
dismantled bureaucratic structures using both soft
and hard skills. They coach and cajole, as well as
command and control.
In the macho era, support was for failures, but
now there is a growing realization that leaders are
human after all, and that leadership is as much a
human art as a rational science.
It is tougher at the top – but then, it always has
n
been ….

To read more of Jonathan's articles, posts,
white papers and thoughts visit his personal
site here. You can also follow him
on LinkedIn here

The eagerly anticipated TSW VIP Area has
now been formally launched...
The VIP Area provides free access to the Sales eLibrary, offering a
vast array of articles, eBooks, white papers, webinars, videos,
books and so much more, all submitted by the world’s leading sales
experts and refreshed daily. It also houses the Top Sales Academy
and is home to the Top Sales Magazine archive.

More Details Here
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Bill Butler

Get On Board
With Your Customers
Jonathan Farrington
interviews Bill Butler, CEO
and Co-Founder of Journey
Sales.

JF: Bill, can we begin by you telling us a little
about yourself, Journey Sales, and also, what was
the inspiration and motivation for you to create
the company?
BB: I’ve been in sales and have led both early stage
and enterprise technology companies over 25 years.
During that time, I lost a whole head of hair studying
what’s working and not. What I noticed is that sales
today has a customer engagement problem.
Somehow we convinced ourselves that bombarding
customers with emails and phone calls is the

preferred way to engage customers. The B2B
customer demands much more than what sales
teams are equipped to deliver. On the one hand,
we’ve seen how digital marketing technologies allow
us to connect with customers at any time on any
device. Marketing automation can track every email
opened, clickthrough, landing page visit, and content
download. Sales, however, seems to be stuck in the
1990’s: sending emails, building slide presentations,
making and waiting for that next phone call from a
prospect who's not ready to buy. We chase a
quarterly sales metric with some customers, and
disengage with other customers regardless of where
they are on their journey. It’s no wonder companies
have an estimated 60% of stalled opportunities in
their pipeline. That’s the catalyst behind Journey
Sales and why we exist: improve sales by improving
how companies engage with customers.
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Somehow we sales process focuses on improving the
JF: I would like to hear your
perspectives on how today’s B2B
overall buying experience, you’ll win
convinced
customer has changed. For
more deals.
example, what do you believe their
ourselves that
expectations are today, and why is
JF: Improve sales by improving the
bombarding
there such a giant chasm between
buying process? But the reality is that’s
those expectations and what most
not how sales leaders typically address
customers with
sellers are delivering?
sales
effectiveness
and
sales
emails
and
phone
BB: First, buyers no longer need a
productivity, is it? Sales leaders invest
sales rep to start their buying
first and foremost in sales training and
calls is the
process. They conduct research
sales tools?
preferred
way
to
online, consult with colleagues and
BB:Sales training and investing in your
analysts, and ask for referrals engage customers. people will always be necessary, but it’s
through their professional and
historically been inwardly focused.
The
B2B
customer
social networks. By the time they
We’re beginning to see training include
talk to sales, the customer is well
the buyer’s journey, but it doesn’t go far
demands much
informed
and
needs
more
enough. We must train our team on
more than what
compelling, valuedadded insights
how to engage differently with today’s
from sales. The few of your “A
customers.
sales teams are
players” can deliver this, but in
With regard to sales tools, there’s a
equipped to
many companies, you bring in a
proliferation of them in the market that
team of subject matter, technical or
automate some aspect of the sales
deliver.
industry experts. Second, consider
process and create sales efficiencies.
the
number
of
customer
Accenture conducted a recent study,
stakeholders involved in the decisionmaking
however, where 55% of sales reps find that sales
process. You need to uncover and understand how
tools hinder their sales performance. The more tools
individual and departmental needs and priorities
you add, the more IT resources you need to install
align with the overall organization. This “complex
and integrate them into your current stack. Today’s
sale” is not new, yet as sales professionals, why
CRM systems are robust, powerful customer data
aren’t we streamlining the buying process for
platforms for tracking sales activity and managing
today’s buyer? Again, emails, conference calls and
pipelines and forecasts. Extending these systemsas
slide presentations only go so far.
we do with Smart Roomslets you harness the data,
Lastly, and this is what we’re passionate about at
processes, reports and protocols you already have in
Journey Sales, today’s customer expects a great
your CRM.
online customer experience. If consumer sites have
the ability to educate, engage, close a transaction,
JF: OK, let’s talk about the mechanics, Bill. Can
and create loyal customer communities, how can we
you walk us through what Journey Sales has built
bring that same type of experience to B2B selling?
with Smart Rooms? How does your solution work,
Our goal is to make the discovery, evaluation, and
and more importantly, how does it improve the
selection process as easy and seamless as possible.
buying process?
According to a 2016 SiriusDecisions study, 80% of
BB: We know email is a poor customer engagement
tool. Our inboxes are flooded, and we’re all on
B2B buying decisions are based on a buyer’s
information
overload.
Imagine
a
private,
customer experience. In other words, when your

”
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Bill Butler

personalized microportal tailored to a specific sales
Opportunity Development. Sales reps develop
opportunity or account. Sales, marketing and
an inside coach or two in order to win that “vision
account teams work closely together to create these
sale.” In most companies, however, it’s a weak and
virtual rooms with easily configurable templates
ineffective process. Sales reps get commission to
aligned to your specific sales process and the buyer’s
close business, but less than 10% of prospects are
journey. Everyone on your customer’s team can
ready to buy when you engage with them. Is it
invite their colleagues and work together in the
marketing’s or sales’ responsibility to educate and
room. Customers can collaborate
develop the prospect? It probably
independently with little to no
takes weeks, month, or even quarters
If consumer
involvement from sales. Within the
in order to develop the early stage
room, though, you map and deliver
opportunity
to
a
qualified
sites have the
content to the right people at the
opportunity. Smart Rooms maintain
ability to educate, that level of engagement.
right time, just as your sales playbook
would guide the buyer’s journey. As
Opportunity Management. How
engage, close a
customers add their colleagues to the
do you take a qualified opportunity
transaction, and
room, a sales rep can introduce a
and drive to a forecasted close?
subject matter expert to help take the
During this phase, customers and
create loyal
relationship to the next level.
sales reps share, discuss and iterate
customer
Together, the customer team and
on content on a variety of topics.
sales team participate in discussions,
communities, how Executives will enter the sales cycle to
ask questions, or like and share
review information in order to make
can
we
bring
that
content as you would in any social
an informed decision. Smart Rooms
community. Through this digital
help both customers in building
same type of
dialogue, you’re guiding the customer
consensus internally and sales teams
experience
to
B2B
journey and driving home your key
in accelerating timetoclose.
messages to move conversations
Account Management. How do
selling?
forward. And unlike typical customer
you engage key executives by
microsites that reside on your company’s website
educating them on issues, trends, and innovations
domain, Smart Rooms capture every aspect of the
in the market? It’s amazing how executives engage
engagement activity within Salesforce. As you follow
when they don’t feel like they’re being sold. Never
this customer activity, you’re able to see how
underestimate the concept of “power buys from
customers engage with each other and with content.
power” where your company’s top executives can
More importantly, you can identify which
work with key customer executives within the
opportunities are beginning to develop. With these
Smart Room. This is a great way to build longterm
analytics, sales teams gain a remarkable level of
customer relationships and alignment. As we all
insight for accelerating the sales cycle.
know, developing this level of trust and rapport
fosters a more strategic relationship, not to
JF: I am very interested to learn how are
mention
significant
crosssell
and
upsell
companies using Smart Rooms today? Which parts
n
opportunities.
of the sales process are customers having the most
success with?
Bill Butler is CEO and CoFounder for
BB: Our customers use Smart Rooms and are having
Journey Sales. Find out more about Smart
success in three primary areas:
Rooms by Journey Sales here

“
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Virtual Training:
A Modern Business Imperative
Three thousand business owners were surveyed about their training
practices and asked to relate those practices to productivity. They found
that education produces twice the gain in productivity and efficiency than
money spent on tools and machinery.
his explains why corporations shell out billions
of dollars each year on education and training.
However, the costs keep going up, particularly
when the training involves removing the employee
from the workplace for a day or more or if the
training is to include the entire employee population.
For many companies, continuing education and
training has become overly expensive.

T
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Many companies today are turning to a highly
effective and incredibly inexpensive way to
overcome this dilemma—virtual training. When it
comes to employee training, you must concern
yourself not only with what is taught, but also with
how it will be learned by your employees. After all,
the best training in the world will be wasted if your
employees cannot retain and apply it.

Dr. Tony Alessandra

How do employees learn?
Psychologists have been studying learning theory
for years, both in and out of the laboratory. Several
principles borrowed from basic psychology can have
a profound effect on the degree to which training is
absorbed and effective. Employees must first be
brought to a state of awareness, or knowledge. This
usually takes place when they are exposed to new or
different ideas or ways of doing things during a
training program. Next, they must move to the
practice phase, which can be initially done during the
training session (roll playing) but ultimately must be
done in real life in the field. People need to feel the
exhilaration of small successes interspersed with the
inevitable mistakes they must make while acquiring

new concepts and skills. This concept is analogous
to sports.
Visualize someone who is trying to improve her
game in golf (or any other sport). When a golf pro
(coach) evaluates the performance of a student the
pro will invariably make changes in the style of the
student. Whether it is in how the student grips the
club, or the swing, or the stancethese changes when
implemented will cause the student some difficulty.
This is partially due to the awkwardness of the
behavior that is being modified, as well as having to
think about the steps to alter the behavior. Because
of this, the student initially will find that she is
retrogressing rather than improving. However,
through practice the student will eventually realize a
marked improvement in their game. The problem lies
with the inherent behavior of students taking the
path of least resistance. That is, when a behavior
that is being modified creates discomfort for the
student, she tends to revert to her old way of
doing things. The same is true in sales.
When employees are taught new techniques and
skills, they, at first, will feel uncomfortable and
initially production might drop. This is where the
danger lies. Because like the golfer, the employee
will revert back to his most comfortable behaviors.
Here is where coaching plays a crucial role by
helping the employee work through his discomfort
zone, thereby achieving higher production. Finally,
with enough exposure to the concepts (repetition)
and practice backed by good coaching, it results in
assimilation, or habit.
So, how do employees learn best? Take them
from a state of ignorance to awareness through
practice to new habit patterns. That is foolproof
training.

Motivation
"The longest journey on earth begins with a single step."
(Ben Sweetland)
Motivation is the fuel that fires every human
endeavor, and learning is the perfect example. Image
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yourself in this situation: You are just starting a new
An analogy is the sponge. It will absorb only so much
job and you know very little about what is involved
at which time it reaches a saturation point where it
in doing that job successfully. Nevertheless, you are
will absorb no more. When this happens to
excited about your new career. You are very
employees, they learn only what is necessary to get
motivated to learn as much as possible to overcome
by or just those subjects that come easily to them.
your feeling of ineptness and to make
The rest does not get soaked up and
a good impression. Being that so
falls by the wayside. The solution is to
much is at stake, you would absorb
break down training into bite size
your lessons quickly and retain them
pieces that can be readily digested,
until they were second nature, right?
No matter what absorbed and put to work in the field.
Wrong!
Highly effective virtual training
kind
of
training
When people are given too much
programs break down the training to
information in too short a time, panic
only ten to twenty minute segments
you provide for
sets in. Human beings experience
accompanied by participant handouts
your
employees,
it
stress when they implement new
and worksheets. The nice thing about
behaviors, especially when they
these virtual training programs is that
should change
perform them imperfectly. Just like
they are a total learning environment
their ways
the golf pro, you can play a crucial role
and take sometimes mundane training
by helping your employees over the
and make it much more entertaining,
gradually,
not
rough spots. It is all right for them to
professional and precise in its
radically.
make mistakes. In fact, it is necessary
presentation. Each session consists of
so
they
can
improve
their
the employees going through a short
competence
through
practice,
lesson, accompanied by individual
practice and more practice. Your job is
exercises, and possibly an action plan.
to assist them by following up their new knowledge
This is repeated at the individual employee’s pace
with concrete skill development. Encourage them
until all the lessons are covered. At the end of the
over these hurdles and you and they will reap the
entire virtual training program, which might consist
harvest of perseverance. Competence breeds
of several of these short lessons, the employee must
confidence that, in turn, leads to inner motivation.
complete a final exam
This type of virtual training program is excellent
Bite size pieces
because it affords the employee the opportunity to
perfect one area and incorporate that information
Another factor that influences learning is the nature
into his or her own work style before moving on to
of the subject. It comes as no surprise that simple
the next module. The beauty of this method is that it
material is easier to master than complex material,
begins a "spiral of success": employees learn
which is why music students start with scales and
something new, try it on the job, experience some
work their way up to performance level pieces. At
success with it, and this in turn gets them charged up
any level of proficiency, the key to making a subject
about learning more.
easier to learn is to break it down into small, simple
Repetition
increments. The same can be said for training. Often,
managers overwhelm their employees with massive
Another factor that affects learning is repetition. The
amounts of information in a short period. The
more you are exposed to something, the faster you
outcome is "information overload" and confusion.

“
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Dr. Tony Alessandra

will learn it. As managers, it is imperative that you
instill in your employees a desire to strive and
progress to a level of "habitual performance." This is
the level where the employees can do something
well and do not have to think about the steps. The
new behaviors come "naturally" because they have
been so well practiced and rehearsed that they have
become natural. When you build involuntary
reflexes through perfect practice, you have reached
a point of unconscious competence. At this highest
level of competence, you accomplish your goals
confidently. You achieve things you never dreamed
of and unleash and discover a "power" you never
knew you had.
When you choose a virtual training program for
your employees, make sure it has materials built in it
for repetitive learning. The participant handouts,
worksheets, exercises, action plans, and final exam
that come with quality virtual training programs are
an integral part of repetition.

Flexibility a valuable training asset
Let's change the focus for a moment from the
dynamics of learning to the logistics of training.
Flexibility is a major asset of virtual training that busy
managers appreciate because it allows employees to
learn in a selfpaced environment that’s ideal for new
or experienced employees. Flexibility can also mean
the virtual training sessions do not require constant,
inperson supervision —employees can complete
their lessons at work or at home 24/7. However, all
effective virtual training programs have a learning
management system built into it that provides
management with realtime information on how
employees are going through their personally
designed virtual training programs, at what pace, and
how well they’re completing them.

The last consideration that should be given to
how employees learn is the speed with which they
apply new knowledge. No matter what kind of
training you provide for your employees, it should
change their ways gradually, not radically. Trying to
adopt several new skills in one fell swoop creates
more havoc than growth.
Let change evolve. Employees should be
encouraged to see training as a continuous long
term process that will affect their careers
permanently not as quick fixes learned today,
forgotten tomorrow. By experiencing success and
encouragement, change can be exciting instead of
intimidating. Remind them that they have to learn
the scales before playing Mozart and by practicing,
as all great musicians do, they come to a point of
competence. However, even when they come to a
point of great competence, they have to keep
learning and practicing. True professionals are in a
constant learning and practicing posture. Take Tony
Gwynn, the now retired eighttime National League
batting champion from the San Diego Padres, as an
example. Although he had the highest lifetime
batting average among baseball players over the
past 50 years, he put in more time at the batting
cages than all his teammates. He was constantly
learning, practicing and improving. The same
dedication is needed in learning any new skill. Once
you've completed a training program, it doesn't
mean you've "arrived." Training must become an all
the time thing.
By paying close attention to how employees
learn, managers and trainers will get the most
mileage out of the virtual training programs they
design or purchase. Proper virtual training will also
give you the greatest return from your employees in
terms of productivity, morale, loyalty and profits. n

Evolutionary, not revolutionary
"Give a man a fish and feed him for a day. Teach a man
to fish and feed him for a lifetime." (Chinese Proverb)

Dr. Tony Alessandra is a bestselling
author and international speaker.
Find out more here
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Buyers Are Telling Us What They Want.
Are We Listening?
There’s no denying that buyers are empowered. It’s one of the most
significant shifts in economic history. Dr. Rosabeth Moss Kanter, Harvard
Business School, describes it as “an enormous global power shift from
producers to consumers, from those who make to those who buy.”
hat’s why selling today is different than it was a
decade ago. It’s why buyers rate only 19% of
meetings with sellers as valuable (Forrester)
and take themselves 67% of the way through the
buying process before meeting with a seller (CEB).
It’s why sellers and sales organizations must adapt to
interact differently with buyers.
Consumer trends expert Michael Dart put it this
way… “If you want to win their pocketbooks, you
have got to figure out how to get to them first, faster
and more often ahead of all your equally compelling

T
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competitors OR have such an awesome connecting
experience that they will go out of their way to come
to you.”
You can keep doing what you’re doing. More sales
enablement tools. More grind. More urgency. More
measures to outshine your competition. More price
cuts to win those deals. OR You can do something
different to reclaim your competitive advantage. You
can adapt to this Age of the Empowered Buyer and
give buyers what they want.
The Empowered Buyer wants a connection that’s
special… An experience that’s meaningful… A human
tohuman interaction that goes beyond a robotic
transaction.
In B2B, only frontline sellers can provide this
“awesome connecting experience.”
B2C companies across the globe have been
focusing on the Customer Experience for years. But
this is relevant in B2B, too. The same empowered
consumers B2Cs are catering to are also our B2B
buyers. The bar has been raised for all of us in sales.
In B2B sales, we, too, need to think in terms of
Customer Experience. We need to make changes to
provide the Customer Experience buyers desire.
Customer Experience, as defined in Forbes, is the
“cumulative impact of multiple touchpoints” over the
entire duration of a buyer’s interaction with an
organization. In B2B, Sales is involved in many of
those touchpoints.
Touchpoints don’t come from process alone. The
Customer Experience is not meant to be impersonal
or routinized. That bar has been raised for each and
every touchpoint.

Deb Calvert

Wharton marketing professor Barbara Kahn says
creating a good Customer Experience is based on
recognizing the importance of providing an
emotionally positive experience to buyers.
The “awesome connecting experience” that will
cause buyers to come to you is built on touchpoints
that are emotionally positive. In B2B, it’s up to sellers
to deliver this.
Research abounds to back this up. In Authenticity:
What Consumers Really Want, James H. Gilmore and
B. Joseph Pine wrote that we can “Reach current and
potential customers by creating experiences that
they perceive as authentic because they happen
within them.”
Dr. David Lewis, Director of Mindlab
International, explains the neurochemical aim of
Customer Experience. He says “Shopping
experiences trigger brain activity that creates
euphoric moments. These euphoric moments can be
triggered by experiencing something unexpected.”
Sellers can deliver something unexpected in every
engagement with a buyer. They can trigger a
euphoric response and ensure an “awesome
connecting experience.” They can stir buyers to
action by creating authentic experiences that happen
within the buyer. How?
That’s what we’re researching as part of the
movement to Stop Selling & Start Leading™. Buyers
are telling us they do not want to be sold. They want
to be led to new, exciting possibilities.
By adopting leadership behaviors, we believe
sellers can inspire their buyers, challenge the status
quo and innovate, enable collaboration, build trust,
and encourage longterm customer loyalty.
There are Five Exemplary Practices of Leaders®
that we know, from 30 years of research, cause
people to willingly follow someone else. Jim Kouzes
and Barry Posner wrote the book on leadership
(literally!). Their work, The Leadership Challenge®,
gives us 30 discrete behaviors with those Five
Practices.
In others words, we know precisely what leaders
need to do in order to lead effectively. The question

is: If sellers increase the frequency of those same
behaviors, will buyers respond favorably? Will sellers
who shift their behaviors be more successful than
those who do not?
It sure seems like it. Leaders connect with people.
They provide emotionally positive experiences.
People respond to them authentically and at a
deeper level. That’s what buyers say they want… It’s
what the experts tell us sellers must deliver.
Currently, we’re surveying B2B buyers about the
impact of all 30 behaviors. At the time of this
publication, the results are not yet in. Rather than
speculating here, we’ll stick to what we already know
and hope you’ll stay tuned for more to come very
soon.
We know buyers yearn for an “awesome
connecting experience.” We know buyers feel
connected to sellers who ask thoughtprovoking
questions and collaborate with them. This buyer
research, reported in DISCOVER Questions® Get You
Connected, validates what CK Prahalad and V
Ramaswamy predicted in The Future of Competition:
CoCreating Unique Value with Customers.
They wrote “We’re entering a ‘bottomup’
economy in which consumers will migrate to
businesses that allow them to be participants in the
process of creating what they want.”
This quote shows the contrasting behaviors of
sellers and leaders.
Sellers deliver insights, readymade, to their
buyers. They make presentations and hope buyers
will like what they created for them.
Leaders cocreate insights, allowing others to
participate in creating what they want. They enable
and ennoble others’ contributions. They collaborate
to draw out the best from others.
When we listen to what buyers are asking us to
do, it becomes quite clear. They want us to Stop
Selling and Start Leading. Doing so requires behavior
n
changes and a willingness to lead.

Deb Calvert is President of People First
Productivity Solutions. Find out more here
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Have You Been Ghosted?
“Ghosted” is a relatively
new term. It is also know
as the slow fade. Ghosting
is the ending a relationship
by simply disappearing
without an explanation. It is now a part of
the lexicon of the dating world.
esearch suggests that technology and online
contact is making it easier for people to ghost
because of a lessening of “human”
engagement. Polls show that between 11% and 25%
of Americans have ghosted. Of course, not
responding without an explanation has been around

R
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from the earliest conversations, but the fact that it
has been labeled and entered into the world of
polling shows that it is more acceptable and growing.
It seems to me that this trend and acceptance in the
social world, where relationships have some level of
intimacy, does not bode well for the business world
and especially for sales.
Every salesperson has experienced the ultimate
silent treatment of a prospect, and sometimes even a
customer, who had been highly responsive and
positive, go quiet. Research into the ghosting
phenomena can provide some insights into why
ghosting happens: lack of feeling accountable or
responsible, fear, immaturity, not knowing how to
extricate from a situation or deal with it, not wanting
to feel like the bad guy/gal, not wanting to

Linda Richardson

disappoint, easier than having the conversation, a
way to avoid confrontation. I think it is also important
for them to consider what they might have done or
not done to cause ghosting, but certainly not to over
analyze or hold on to a fragment of hope too long.
None of the reasons are eye opening.
But what is new is the attention ghosting is
getting in newspapers such as the New York Times,
articles and blogs, etc. The question is if ghosting
increases in sales situations, what can you do to
forestall or change it?
Most salespeople who have been ghosted say
things like, “I don’t get it. He/she was so interested.”
Most say that there were no signs. But in my
experience, when prospects go dark, there usually
have been signs that were not recognized, or there

were signs that could have been recognized with the
right questions, or other contacts could have been
established to tap into.
The way to help avoid being ghosted is to do
things such as observe, ask the hard questions, nail
down next steps, and look for signs such as an
uneven pattern of communication, lack of sharing of
information, evasive answers… Test the waters with
antiacting ghosting questions such as Why are you
focused on/opened to looking at this now? If you
thought this were of benefit, what obstacles might arise
to prevent this from going forward? What other
priorities are there? Who in your organization would be
impacted by this? What would the outcome mean to
your organization/you? What is your evaluation
process?
It has never been more important to add to what
prospects know, to prove value in financial terms,
and connect personally to keep them engaged and
keep the conversations moving to the close. It is up
to you to be alert and make it hard for your
prospects to break up with you silently or out loud.
One salesperson shared with me that when his
prospects go quiet, and after multiple and varied
attempts to reach them, he leaves a voice mail in
which he apologizes in the event he has done
anything wrong and offers to be available to discuss.
He says it is rare that his message of apology does
not prompt a quick call back.
It is worth noting that prospects aren’t the only
ones who ghost. 50% of prospects, who engage in
conversations and express interest at trade shows,
never hear from the sales organization or
salesperson. Technology has radically changed sales,
but
knowledge,
followup,
persistence—and
courtesy are still vital elements of sales success.
While you don’t have full control, there is much
you can do to prevent your prospects from going
quiet and if they do, do not be surprised if they
n
vanish…

Linda Richardson is the author of Changing
the Sales Conversation. Find out more here
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JOIN US IN MUNICH FOR ELEVATE YOUR GAME 2016,
WKH¿UVWDQQXDO(0($VDOHVDQGVHUYLFHVXPPLWIURP0+,*OREDO
Innovating past sales performance summits, this year’s event is
more valuable, more exciting and bigger than ever before! We
are going to elevate our game, and in turn elevate yours.

WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT
To learn from the best, take advantage of great networking opportunities and dig into the most powerful sales and service
solutions in the market today. We’ve pulled together the best in the business to help you elevate your game. Because we all
know the best don’t become the best by sitting back and watching—they do. And the outcome is continuous forward progress
that elevates their game time and time again.
WHAT YOU DON’T WANT TO MISS
Who knows better what it means to be prepared, be trained and be ready to elevate your game more than the professional
players? Join us for an exclusive event Thursday night at the Dolce in Unterschleißheim and play while relaxing and
networking.
WHO SHOULD ATTEND
Elevate is the place to hear from and network with Sales industry leaders, Service ‘excellence’ winners, senior executives
from talent, training, L&D, and organisational performance.
Attendees can expect to leave the summit inspired by new strategies to elevate business and win customer loyalty.
WHAT DETAILS YOU SHOULD KNOW
Thursday, October 27, 2016 – 12:00 pm to 6:00 pm
• Opening Keynote, General Sessions featuring Best in Class Case Studies
• Breakout Tracks—choose from: Sales, Inside, Sustainment
• Speed Networking, Tech Talk, Highlights of Modern Learner
• Evening Event 7:00 pm
Friday, October 28, 2016 – 8:30 am to 2:00 pm
• 9:00 pm - Opening Keynote, General Sessions featuring Best in Class Case Studies
• Keynote: Magnus Lindkvist
• Breakout Tracks—choose from: Strategy, Service, Talent
• Spotlight from the latest research
• Closing Keynote Luncheon
LOCATION
Dolce Munich Unterschleissheim, Andreas-Danzer-Weg 1, 85716 Unterschleissheim, TEL: +49 89 370 53 00

So mark your calendar and register at https://www.mhiglobal.com/elevatesummit/munich/.
You’ll want to reserve your seat for the best sales and service event in the industry.

Scott Tapp

Reach Your Quotas with this
Eight-Point Sales Execution Strategy
When it comes to sales
strategy, cultivating a
successful team is key. But,
how? Well, the simple
answer is good old fashion
discipline. The best B2B sales teams
understand that delivering sustainable
revenue growth requires thoughtful sales
execution, and PGi’s sales team is no
exception.
Gi demonstrates a systematic approach to
sales that draws from SBI’s eightpronged
model for disciplined sales execution.
SBI, a management consulting firm specializing in
sales and marketing, developed an eightpart
strategy to help sales teams make their number and

P

deliver sustainable revenue growth year over year.
Our own sales execution strategy is a great real
world model of how to execute successful B2B sales
alignment. Let’s take a look at how SBI’s eightstep
sales execution process plays out in implementation
through PGi:

Step 1: The Hierarchy of Objectives
Setting largescale goals and objectives for your
sales team is simple enough. However, the process
of aligning those objectives and ensuring that the
goals trickle down through your organization on the
path towards implementation isn’t easy. And the
process of taking goals from the macro to the micro
is also difficult, but not impossible. With the proper
approach, organizations can cascade high level
corporate objectives into field level objectives that
can be realized by sales reps.
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At PGi, the goals of our CEO and board are
connected to individual sales reps in the field in two
different ways. First, we are constantly
communicating (using our own collaboration tools)
to make sure sales reps are in the know about
relevant happenings and goals in our company. For
example, my team and I lead a biweekly global
webcast to broadcast updates to our sales and
marketing team so everyone is looped in to the
current goals and points of focus of the company.
Secondly, to help us execute on our key goals, we
incentivize our sales reps to meet their goals, and
they are handsomely compensated when those
goals are met.

out and cascaded down to them by the company.
Though 1520 minute daily meetings between
managers and direct reports might sound great in
theory, in practice, implementing daily huddles on
your team might be difficult to accomplish.
However, that doesn’t mean your sales reps can’t
have a daily action plan focused on the proper goals.
At PGi, our sales line managers coach, motivate and
communicate with our sales reps on a daily basis.
We also have a weekly cadence for our sales team
so sales reps know what they should be focusing on
each day of the week.

Step 2: Detailed Reporting

The obvious next step up from the daily level is
managing your goals on a weekly timeline. According
to SBI, the weekly meeting is crucial to
troubleshooting problems that arise on a daily basis,
giving sales managers an opportunity to eliminate
obstacles that arise as a detriment to progress.
For example, our sales leadership team has a
weekly call focused on discussing customer
successes, win/loss deals from the previous week,
successful plays we ran and challenges that arose
that need to be tackled heading into a new week.
Weektoweek strategizing ensures that sales
managers are guiding their reps properly down the
right path towards our company goals.

To achieve your sales goals, it’s crucial to measure
progress against objectives. Setting goals and
measuring progress is not an uncommon practice.
However, measuring objectives against progress at
the individual level is a far more difficult practice
that, with discipline, can be implemented at great
benefit to the company.
As SBI notes, “execution is about focus and
attention daily, not just quarterly or annually.” At
PGi, measuring progress against objective on the
daily level is of utmost importance. Because we exist
in the SaaS space, our platforms are always on and
providing us with realtime stats and KPIs, from
uptime indicators to daily cash flow balances and
reports on our top customers, allowing us to
visualize on a micro level how we are progressing
towards our sales goals.

Step 3: The Daily Huddle
Continuing the focus on daily operations, the next
level of sales execution is exemplified by SBI’s notion
of a ‘daily huddle.’ The daily huddle operates under
the idea that every sales rep should commit to a
course of action every single day that moves them
closer to achieving the objectives that have been laid
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Step 4: Weekly Meetings

Step 5: Monthly Alignment Sessions
SBI believes that each month sales teams should
have a halfday session with executive leadership to
review and take action on the results of critical KPIs.
PGi’s monthly sales meeting includes members from
our global sales teams and provides an opportunity
for executive leadership to discuss standard
cadences, cover financials, get read outs from each
of the functional leaders on their goal progress for
that year and review reports and scorecards for each
of our product levels.
With these monthly meetings, we are able to

Scott Tapp

broadcast to the group what we’ve accomplished,
how to improve, and how to continue driving
execution strategies.

towards the coming year.

Step 8: The MultiYear Strategic Planning
Process

Step 6: Quarterly Business Reviews
Quarterly business reviews (QBRs) generally consist
of two to three days offsite to assess, at a high level,
how your company is executing against its strategy.
At PGi, QBRs provide a way for our corporation to
rapidly iterate our company strategy based on the
market feedback we’ve received in the last 90 days
from customers, prospects, employees and
competitors.
More importantly, though, PGi’s QBRs provide an
opportunity to make sure we are constantly getting
closer to our customers. In looking at our strategic
discussions and product roadmaps, we are driven by
the feedback from our customers. Our goal is to
ensure that the ideas that drive our organization’s
product enhancements are coming directly from our
customers.

Step 7: The Annual Planning Process
From quarterly checkins, the next step is the annual
planning process. Annual operating plans are
necessary for leading organizations to reasses their
corporate strategies guided by market research.
After you understand the changing dynamics of your
market, industry and buyers, you are wellequipped
to return to the drawing board and map out how to
incorporate emerging trends and best practices in
the marketplace into your corporate strategy and
objectives.
At PGi, our annual planning process kicks off in
March and begins with key executives thinking
about what we need to do to grow our business.
From determining quotas and changing sales
methodologies in response to changing buyers and
markets, the annual planning process is instrumental
in touching base and thinking about the key themes,
topics and goals that drive our business as we look

In a perfect world, your company should build a
rolling threeyear plan in which the company
assesses, at an incredibly high level, what markets to
compete in (and why), what products to invest in
(and why), what their competitive position in the
market is and larger questions of how they want to
grow their brand and give back to their customers.
At PGi, our multiyear strategic planning process
is still in its beginning stages, but we are broadening
our scope to look towards the future and set long
term goals for how we want our company to grow.
During our time as a public company, we were more
focused on the short term. With our recent
privatization, we are now able to focus on making
more tangible longterm plans with senior
management as we look to formally document
where we currently are in our strategy, where we
are in a threeyear plan and what our future goals
will be.
When it comes to attaining strategic alignment
and hitting your revenue objectives, the order in
which you apply the eight disciplines of sales
execution is critical. Streamlining your sales strategy
is a process, one which progresses from the micro to
the macro level to guarantee that your company is
making rapid, daily progress towards their larger
objectives. PGi is an exemplary model of how a
disciplined approach to sales execution can reap
positive results. With a strategy that focuses on the
right objectives, and a tactic that emphasizes the
right way to pursue those objectives, your sales
team can be an unstoppable force that
demonstrates sustainable growth year over year. n

Scott Tapp is Executive Vice President of
Global Sales, Marketing and Field
Operations at PGi. Find out more here
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Sales Force Enablement Technology:
Defining The Functional Layer First
kitchen, it isn’t the technology that failed. It is the
sales organization that failed to take the time to think
through how the technology needs to support their
strategy. According to the data from our 2016 Sales
Best Practices Study, these tools often fail to deliver.
For example, only 28% of all respondents reported a
significant increase in sales productivity due to the
use of sales tools as compared to 78% of worldclass
sales performers.

The functional layer sits between the
customer’s journey and the salesperson’s
journey

When designing a kitchen,
you need to consider your
available space as well as
your cooking style and the
types of meals you most
often cook. This allows you to create your
culinary masterpieces most effectively by
optimizing the processes you follow.
n cooking, just as in sales, technology matters, too.
Choosing appliances, such as an oven or
refrigerator, with features that support your
approach to meal preparation, makes a big difference.

I

A fool with a tool is still a fool
Unfortunately, sales leaders often look at tools
differently than do master chefs. They sign contracts
for expensive sales technology that promises to
deliver results before defining what those results look
like in their business context and how the
organization needs to prepare. These investments
almost never pay off. But, just like a poorly designed
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Before sales enablement can drive performance from
enablement technology, the organization must have a
deep understanding of the customer’s journey and
align internal processes (marketing, sales, and service)
to it. As evidenced in our 2015 Sales Enablement
Optimization Study, the better this alignment, the
more successful organizations have been across
several key performance metrics such as quota
attainment (+13 %) or revenue plan attainment
(+10%).
There are as many customer’s journeys as buying
situations. The key to success is to identify the
relevant gates on an aggregated level. When world
class sales performers map their internal processes to
the customer’s journey, they ensure that every gate
on the customer’s side has an equivalent gate in the
internal process chain.
Sales force enablement’s core responsibility is to
equip the sales force with the required skills and
competencies, the right knowledge, and the right
strategies to create more and better business. Within
the functional layer, there are three sublayers, each
with unique requirements for enablement services:
Skills and Competencies or “How to Sell”: This
bottom layer is independent of the organization’s

Tamara Schenk

products and services portfolio and includes all of the
general skills that impact sales success, such as
communication,
listening
and
questioning,
negotiation, presentation, and social skills. These skills
are relevant throughout the entire customer’s
journey. Training services are the primary enablement
service in this layer.
Expertise: Capability and Situational Knowledge or
“What to Sell and How to Sell”: The capability
knowledge focuses on what salespeople need to
know about the organization’s portfolio of products
and services. These knowledge prerequisites should
center on what these products and services mean to
a customer rather than what they are or what they
do. This understanding translates “what to sell” into
“how to sell.” Enablement services include various
internal enablement tools (playbooks, value
messaging guidelines, briefings, etc.) as well as client
facing content assets (success stories, references,
presentations, etc.).
Situational knowledge is based on the
organization’s methodologies and processes.
Acquiring situational knowledge salespeople have to
connect the dots between their research and the
information they get from conversations with buyers
in the specific context of a buying situation to draw
the right conclusion for the right moment.
Sales Insights or “How to Coach”: The sales insights
layer covers all information regarding the specific
customer situation and the analytics related to the
current interactions with the prospect or customer.
Once sales managers have mastered the coaching
skills, the better the data, the better the impact they
can make through coaching.
The technology layer is derived from the
functional layer by translating the functional areas
into different technology categories and creating a
set of systems capability requirements.
Learning Management Systems: This layer includes
training and learning management systems for all
available learning formats. Capabilities should include
content creation for the training services to be
provided as well as functionality for assigning,

conducting, and tracking sessions and the issuing of
certifications.
Sales and Marketing Technology Solutions: The next
layer includes a variety of technology solutions. The
focus here is on enablement technology, but
marketing automation and SFA/CRM systems are
essential as well, and ideally, all three systems are
integrated.
Sales enablement content management solutions
handle a wide array of content types from internal
enablement content up to clientfacing content. The
best content management systems provide a broad
range of functionalities including management,
distribution, and access, as well as analytics for
content usage and effectiveness in sales interactions.
However, to drive worldclass performance, the
system must go beyond and adhere to the “Be
Inspired” principle, serving up content suggestions to
the salesperson—when they need it; where they need
it—based on the specific selling scenario and
customer’s journey stage.
Sales Analytics Systems: There are three types of
analytics in this layer: descriptive, predictive, and
prescriptive. In dynamic, everchanging B2B sales
environments, sales analytics become more and more
important. Not only do they improve strategic
decisionmaking among sales leadership, but they
also help salespeople gain as much relevant
information as possible about targeted prospects and
existing customers so they may engage them in the
most meaningful, relevant, and valuable way.
Sales enablement technology is a significant
investment. To make the most of it and drive the
performance improvements they are looking for,
sales enablement leaders must collaborate with
sales operations, L&D, marketing and IT. Before
purchasing any system, they must define the
functional layers to derive their technology
n
requirements.

Tamara Schenk is a Research Director with
CSO Insights, A Division of MHI Global.
Find out more here
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10 TOP SALES METHODOLOGIES
COMPARED & EXPLAINED

GET THE WHITEPAPER

Includes all leading sales methodologies!
Sandler Training, Miller-Heiman, Strategic Selling, Solution Selling,
SPIN Selling, ValueSelling, Customer-Centric Selling, RAIN Sales Training,
Baseline Selling, Target Account Selling and The Challenger Sale

What makes them all different?
Learn directly from their own executives in this
free whitepaper. Find the right methodology for you!

The #1 sales effectiveness platform
for complex b2b sales - visit membrain.com

NATTIONAL SALES
CONFEREN
NCE 2016
Thursday 6th Octoberr
Ricoh Arena, Coventrry

Buy 5
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s
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E D U C AT E • M O T I V AT E • I N N O V AT E
LEARN
proven sales techniques that achiev
a
e better res

DISCOVER
new or alternative products to incr
i ease sales

ENHANCE
sales team’s per fo
ormance with new
n skills

NETWORK
with sales experts and industry leaders

GAIN
expert advice to maximise saless results

ALSO PRESENTING...

NATTIONAL SALES
EXHIBITION 2016

Showcasing the
latest products,
technologies and serrvices
to develop your saless forcce!

TSW Readers Discount:
Quote “ TSW16”” & save £50
Book Today: www.sales-expo.co.uk

Top 5 Conditions For B2B Prospects
to Buy Your Services
There are five specific
events, points in time, and
conditions when it is
appropriate to ask for help.
Before I explain those, let
me go to my favorite
source for analogies baseball - to show how
this is true.
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quick Google search indicates that I have
woven baseball into 435 of my articles 
nearly one third of them, so why baseball

A

again?
When I wrote Baseline Selling in 2005 (as I write
this article 10 years later, the book is still ranked #10
on Amazon.com in the sales category!), I identified
53 baseball terms, scenarios, and conditions that
were analogous to selling. And that was well before I
began weaving in sales management scenarios!
So first a little baseball and then the sales
analogy. A fastball hit me square in the knee today.
When our son turned 11, he had become a
pitcher and since I wasn't a pitcher when I was
younger, I knew that I could not teach him the

Dave Kurlan

proper mechanics of pitching, so I got him a pitching
coach.
I have been coaching him in baseball since he was
old enough to stand and when he turned 12, he
stopped listening to me. "I know Dad!" "Stop Dad!"
"Just pitch it to me, Dad!" When he stopped listening
to me, I got him a hitting coach that he would listen
to so that he could continue to develop as a great
hitter.
When he turned 13, I could no longer play
catcher to his pitcher. I have bifocals, making it
extremely difficult to track a hardthrown knuckle
curve ball from 60 feet away in the dim spring light
at the end of a long, hard work day. Today, when
that fastball hit me square on my knee, I knew that I
needed to find someone that he could pitch to so
that he doesn't have to worry about killing me!
This spring, as he nears his 14th birthday, he has
been invited to play on the high school varsity
baseball team despite only being in the 8th grade.
This will present a whole new challenge for him and
require even more repetitions, in even more areas of
the sport. I don't have enough time to work with him
as often as he would like. I got him some more help.
Top 5 Conditions:
1. Exceeds my capabilities
2. Not listening to me anymore
3. Can't do it anymore
4. Limited bandwidth
5. And if I lacked having some to call, then Lack of
Resources
If you sell an outsourced service, you can replace #2
with "not scalable."
But this message is primarily for the Presidents,
CEO's, Sales Leaders and Sales Managers who don't
recognize numbers 15 above.
There are so many companies whose revenues
are not coming close to reaching their potential
because their leaders fail to recognize the 4
scenarios above. In addition, some sales leaders
believe that if they have to get help from the

outside, it makes them appear weak. Nothing could
be further from the truth. In my experience, when
companies bring us in to help and revenues begin to
soar, it makes the sales leaders look like the heroes!
Let's look at them again.
Exceeds my capabilities  You need to coach your
salespeople up, but you can't coach them to be any
better than you were. The key is to recognize that
while you may have been a good salesperson, you
may not have been a great salesperson, and may not
have had your success selling the way that
salespeople must sell in modern times. Modern
selling requires a consultative approach where
salespeople are the value.
Not listening to me anymore  It happens in
sports where managers and coaches are fired
because their players have stopped listening.
Salespeople stop listening too  they tuneout their
sales leaders  when they have heard it all before. It
is very difficult to coach someone up when they
aren't listening to what you are telling them.
Can't do it anymore  Sales leaders often reach a
frustration level where it is no longer possible for
them to provide the kind of coaching that their
salespeople require. They sense that it just isn't
working, is wasting time, and they stop.
Limited bandwidth  Coaching should consume
50% of a sales leader's time. At least 20 hours per
week of good, quality, impactful coaching. Yet most
sales leaders don't have nearly that much time to
coach. This week, I spoke with a Sales VP who reads
this blog and he has 12 direct reports with more on
the way. Even if he could spend 50% of his time
coaching, how can he possibly provide thorough
coaching to 12 people in 20 hours per week?
Sales teams must perform. And increasing goals,
plans, budgets, expectations and quotas place
additional pressure on sales leaders to get the most
from their teams. Can we really expect sales leaders
n
to accomplish that without help?

Dave Kurlan is the Founder & CEO of
Objective Management Group Inc. Visit here
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Sales Training Contradictions
Drive New Requirements
In a perfect world, sales
managers would be able to
stop time, get their reps in a
training workshop for a few
days, and not lose one
crucial minute of prospecting and sales calls.

in a distant second in the voting.
Challenge: Does it make sense to leave training
decisions up to managers if they don’t see the value of
investing the time?

Contradiction #2  No investment in most
effective training format
This probably also explains the second contradiction
exposed by the survey. Of the nearly 300 companies
responding, 45% declared that instructorled,
classroom training is the most effective at changing
salespeople’s behavior. However, investment in this
form of training will be flat in the coming years, while
64% of companies said they plan to increase their
investment in virtual, online training, which, ironically,
registered significantly lower in the effectiveness vote.
Challenge: How do the people in charge of delivering
training be responsive to these demands despite believing
the alternative is less desirable?

adly for them, that world doesn’t exist. As a
result, 80% of companies don’t train as many
salespeople as they want on the skills they think
they need, according to a new survey.
The survey, conducted by Corporate Visions and
Sales and Marketing Management Magazine, reveals
several contradictions, gaps and challenges in today’s
sales training environment.

S

Contradiction #1 – Managers choose training,
but don’t want to lose time
Respondents to the survey said they primarily rely on
sales managers to choose the training options and
plans for their salespeople. However, these same sales
managers balk at letting their salespeople leave the
field for training. Nearly 50% of companies identified
this as the main reason for not providing the necessary
level of sales training. While, budget constraints came
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What’s needed?
Here are three things needed to help overcome the
challenges created by these contradictions:
Meaning there’s no standard set of skills that
salespeople need to master and no agreement on
what level of proficiency they must demonstrate…
According to Sirius Decisions only 2030% of
companies have sales competency models at all.
1. Competency ModelDriven Training Curriculum
– According to Sirius Decisions, most companies (70
80%) do not have a competencybased training
model. Meaning there’s no standards set of skills that
salespeople need to master nor any agreement on
what level of proficiency they must demonstrate.
Companies need to establish a competency model
and measures to ensure more impactful training.

Tim Riesterer

One idea is to build a competency model around
the three critical skills areas reps must excel at across
the buying cycle in order to succeed:
a) Pipeline – provide training, practice and coaching
on the ability to disrupt the status quo, convince a
prospect or customer on the need for change, and
then effectively differentiate from competitive
alternatives to create more qualified opportunities.
b) Proposals – provide skills development and tools to
improve the ability of reps to connect external factors
and key customer initiatives to your solution, and then
build a meaningful, custom business case that
communicates value and passes muster with
executive and financial decisionmakers.
c) Profits – provide concepts and techniques to make
sure your reps don’t let value leak and margins suffer
as the deal makes its way through the process and you
confront the inevitable pricing pressures and run the
procurement gauntlet. By ensuring your reps are
being trained, coached and measured on these skills,
you improve the relevance of your curriculum relative
to sales’ key performance indicators.
2. Custom Learning Paths based on Performance
Indicators – With a competency model in place, you
can now replace your outdated “arbitrary learning
paths” with custom learning paths designed to upskill
salespeople in the areas they actually need versus
relying on unreliable manager opinions or generic role
or tenure based development plans.
Data can be available from several sources to
help determine each rep’s specific area of training
needs. For example, you can look to your CRM
system to find which reps are struggling to create
the necessary pipeline to hit their quota; or, you can
see which reps continually seem to have their deals
and proposals get stuck in the middle of the pipeline
because they can’t get executive buyin from their
customers; or, you can look at deal data to see which
reps are the most promiscuous when it comes to

discounting and pricing.
Based on these performance indicators you can
begin to assign the appropriate training to the most
need reps, to address the areas of greatest concern.
In addition, you can consider behavioral outcome
type assessments that help determine the skills gaps
associated with each of the competencies in your
model. Wellwritten surveys that include benchmark
data for comparison to low and high performers can
help you prioritize which reps need help in which
areas.
3. Flexible Learning Modalities – Having a
competency model, and a custom learning path is
useless – unless you can get the right training to the
right reps at the right time. As revealed by the survey,
time is the biggest enemy of a great training program.
In traditional classroom learning, reps are often waiting
to attend a scheduled class in a city near them that
may be months out from when you have determined
their need, only to have that date come and the rep’s
manager decide they can’t leave the field or a travel
freeze keeps them grounded in their home office.
Imagine being able to “push” virtual, modular
content to each of your reps, as soon as you determine
the gaps and deficiencies in their performance? The
idea of justintime, situational learning is a reality with
modular, online training options that can intercede
immediately when an acute performance challenged is
identified and a custom learning path created.
Classroom training may still be regarded as the
standard when it comes to creating behavior changes
in the field. But, they have zero impact if you can’t
get reps into the classroom when they need it. That’s
why companies need virtual training formats that
strive to replicate the training rigor of a classroom
setting, providing competencybased training,
custom learning paths and situational learning
modalities that improve reps’ performance without
n
removing them from the field.

Tim Riesterer is chief strategy and marketing
officer, Corporate Visions. Find out more here
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Implementing a Sales Process
can be an uphill task
How do you design a Sales
Process that will actually be
adopted by your Sales
team?
t can be an uphill task and one of our clients took
this literally and climbed a mountain to help build a
better Sales Process.

I

Why the Sales Process isn’t used
Many organisations that have a Sales Process find it
is used only partially if at all by the Sales team. People
fail to use the process for various reasons. It may be a
process designed by senior managers and imposed
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on an unwilling Sales team who don’t see the benefit.
It may have even be designed bottomup but
nevertheless failed to get broad buyin. Either way,
an organisation with no Sales process or a failing one
will
face
problems
regarding
opportunity
qualification, forecast reliability and win rate.

Why you need a good Sales process
A good Sales Process that helps Sales People to
guide opportunities through each stage will deliver
tangible results. The actual process and the stages
will vary from one organisation to another, but in
every case the process will increase the probability
of winning. Also, it allows Sales Managers to see
what is going on and intervene with support when

Phil Kreindler

and where it is most needed.
So when you are trying to improve your current
Sales Process or design a new one what can you do
to get buyin from the Sales team? You have to take
into consideration that most Sales People have their
own way of selling, based on a combination of
experience and the various courses they may have
attended.

What has walking up mountains got to do
with it?
Our client is a Germanbased automotive supplier
who has made several attempts to implement a Sales
Process only to find it is only used in part or not at all.
Their Sales People refer to Sales Process training as
‘going in one ear and out of the other’ and ‘we do it to
keep management happy’.
So the Sales Manager took his 7 direct reports to
the Säntis mountain in Switzerland for 4 days where
they walked and talked.
But this was not just hike and chat, he structured
each section of the route to deliver specific results.
He paired up his team and for each 3 hour section
they took a specific stage of the Sales Process. For
instance they discussed things like ‘What activities do
you do between qualifying an opportunity and
submitting an offer’ or ‘What are the attributes of a
good value proposition for you’? Other subjects
included ‘How do you increase customer urgency?
‘How do you support the customer in internal
selling?’ and ‘How do you ensure that your team
learns from wins and losses?’
Importantly, every answer had to be backed up
with a real life example. At the end of day 1 the group
consolidated all the ideas for stages 1 and 2 of the
Sales Process and by the end of the hike they had a
complete Sales Process checklist that everyone had
contributed to. The regional Sales Managers
repeated the ‘Walking Workshop’ with their teams. It
took our client 3 months to develop their ideal Sales
Process but acceptance was much higher than a top
down approach or a bottomup design.

Could it have been better?
I am very impressed by the way this client
approached his challenge, but I think there is still
some scope for improvement. For instance, the
conversations were limited to the experience of the
people taking part. I think they would benefit from a
consultant or even a customer with the right
experience introducing new elements to the Sales
process they might not have knowledge of. An
example might be the importance of helping the
customer to sell internally. But these are just ways to
improve on an already excellent idea.

Does it have to be done up a Swiss mountain?
No, but it helps! Taking people away from the office
certainly helps them concentrate on a particular issue
and people who use walking meetings regularly are
eager advocates. A 2015 article in the Harvard
Business Review quotes research that says walking
increases creative thinking and that people are more
engaged, honest, open and productive in walking
meetings. Apparently there are neurochemical
reasons that make our brains work better when we
walk and it’s just common sense that a bit of exercise
does us all good.
Whether you walk or not – up a Swiss mountain
or a hill closer to home – building a good Sales
Process with the involvement of all concerned will
lead to more Sales and better data for your
organisation. Ask yourself:
l Do you have a Sales Process that works?
l Does your Sales Team feel they own the Sales

Process?
l Would you like to have more reliable data for
n
forecasting?

Phil Kreindler is the CEO and Founder of
Infoteam. Find out more by visiting here
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Top 50 Sales Books 2016
Does this list represent the best 50 sales and
marketing related books ever written? We
cannot claim that, but certainly many of them
would be right at home if such a list existed. We
do hope you will enjoy our selections.
Download HERE

Drive Better Sales
with Instant Analytics
Research shows that 48% of executives know they need to maximize their
sales reps’ selling time. I’d argue that the number is actually much higher
than that. When your sales reps aren’t operating at top efficiency and
speed, your business is leaving revenue behind – not something any
executive wants to do.
hich is why sales force automation
technologies have become essential to
the sales process – and why sales
organizations are so rapidly adopting them. These
technologies are designed to give reps more time to
sell by automating almost every aspect of sales,
including:

W
l
l
l
l

Prospecting
Communications
Engagement
Close

of automated emails saves time. But, when you add
engagement analytics to the mix, the value
skyrockets. Suddenly, you can see which prospects
are engaging the most with those emails – so your
team can prioritize their sales efforts and spend their
time where they’re going to have the greatest return.
Suddenly, you can see which email templates are
opened the most – so you can reuse the ones that
are the most effective. Suddenly, you can see if
everyone on the team is sending out the right
number of emails to connect with prospects.

Intelligent automation drives business success
But organizations are quickly learning that
automation alone doesn’t maximize your sales
organization’s productivity or processes to drive
more revenue for the business. To ensure that your
team is spending their time as efficiently as possible
and that your processes are optimized to streamline
and speed your sales cycle requires analytics.
Consider email automation. Sending out a series
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Automation must be combined with analytics to
deliver the maximum value to your organization. In its
Technology Vision 2016 survey, Accenture identified
intelligent automation as being essential to business
success in a digital economy. Intelligent automation
drives productivity by delivering insights into your
team performance and sales process effectiveness.

Graham Curme

This data, in turn, allows your organization to build
repeatable processes that are built on proven
approaches to sell more, faster, and deliver more
value to customers.

What makes your sales organization most
effective?
Can you name your top five leads? Do you know your
top five salespeople? Can you identify your top five
processes? Other than having a gut feeling, I’d wager
not. But, engagement analytics make this knowledge
– based on hard data – available at your fingertips.
With engagement analytics, sales leaders get actual
data that prescribes what activities are needed for
their business to close a deal. They can see:
l
l
l
l
l

How many emails are needed
How many calls are needed
The best order for sending emails and making calls
Which reps are having the most success
What are those top performers doing differently

With this type of insight, you can make all of your
sales reps as good as the top performer. You can
build repeatable processes with the understanding of
which activities, in which order and how frequently,
your reps should be doing to close deals. Analytics
show you the effectiveness of your team’s activity
and give you insight into how buyers are responding
to that activity.
Additionally, consider the impact all of this
information can have on your onboarding process.
With an established protocol of activities that have
been proven to work for your particular business
model, reps can get up to speed and start closing
deals faster.

their organization’s core growth strategy within three
years.
With a platform approach, you can get everything
you need in one place – and nowhere is leveraging a
platform approach more important than with sales
engagement analytics. A platform approach gives you
insight into all rep and account activities across all
stages of your funnel.
Without an integrated view into this data, you
can’t easily get a complete picture. Navigating
separate point tools and trying to cobble different
analytics together doesn’t provide cohesive
understanding. A single and unified analytics
platform gives you insight into the effectiveness of
your team’s activity and buyerside interactions from
the top to the bottom of your funnel.

Increase firepower with automation
integrated with analytics
Sales automation combined with analytics can
increase your organization’s firepower. Time spent
chasing down bad leads can be redirected toward
real opportunities. With understanding about the
processes that work best in your organization, you
can increase your team’s productivity with proven
and repeatable processes.
Analytics also help you quickly spot changes – so
you can make adjustments to your team’s activities
and processes as needed – rather than looking back
to try to figure out what went wrong at the end of
the quarter.
To get the most out of sales automation, you need
sales analytics. When automation is combined with
engagement analytics, sales organizations can speed
their sales process, improve rep performance, and
n
engage more effectively with customers.

Sales analytics need to be delivered on a
single platform
In the Accenture survey, 81% of respondents said
that platformbased business models will be part of

Graham Curme is CEO for LiveHive, Inc.
For more information, visit here
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Brexit Winner or Brexit Loser?
Salespeople, it’s your call…
I worked through the
Millennium Bug crisis in the
late 1990s. There was wide
spread panic because the
world was going to end in
2000, due to a quirk in computer
calendars.
was in advertising sales at the time, and I
remember my colleagues talking about the Bug to
customers, wallowing in the impending doom.
Meanwhile, I actively worked on my sales
communication methods to steer customers away
from the negative, and focus on the positive – which
was how my solutions could triple their success.
So, while everyone else seemed to be talking
about the Bug, I was working harder than ever
before. It worked – I made target. More importantly,
talking about the Bug didn’t work for colleagues who

I
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chose to be distracted by doom, rather than
attracted to opportunity.
Footnote: the Bug was the biggest nonevent in
corporate history…
Fast forward to today. You have the choice, right
now, to be a Brexit Winner, or a Brexit Loser. The
grace period is over – you had the first few weeks to
wonder what happened. Now, it’s back to business,
and the quicker you get onto it the better for you,
your company and your customers.
Here are the top 3 ways to be a Brexit Winner,
and Brexit Loser.

Brexit sales loser
1) You spend your downtime looking at negative
and jokey memes and opinion pieces on social media
spelling out doom and gloom. You share this
negativity freely, without thinking about the
consequences.

Matt Drought

2) You bring Brexit up first with customers, further
fuelling the negativity. And when customers bring it
up first, you agree, saying things like ‘shame’, ‘can’t
believe it’ and ‘uncertainty’. You agree with
everyone and everything, without thinking about the
damage your negativity is doing.
3) You don’t check the facts properly (these appear
below).

Brexit sales winner
1) You realise that nothing has changed, at all.
If you thought your plan was going to work last
month, then you should also think that it’s going to
work this month. Don’t be thrown off track. You
realise that there is always shortterm market panic
to news announcements, and that people feed off
this, to make themselves heard and to make money.
This will settle down, as it always does, when the
feeding frenzy finishes and the next news item
bumps it off the front page.
2) You know the facts.
A) No shot has been played, no arrow has been
fired, or will be, for up to two years.
B) This is a soft, landscaped landing, unlike the crash
in 2007 when there was a sudden, uncontrollable
force exerted on the economy. Economic conditions
are much better than back then, and policy leaders
have time and space to plan a guided response.
We’re absolutely not falling from a cliff face.
C) Some companies will panic, some won’t. Already
we have a few banks saying they are going to lay off
some people. This feeds hysteria, while potentially
giving them an easy out for redundancies they were
planning to make anyway. I think they should be more
responsible to themselves, their employees, and the
economy, by measuring a response in the fullness of
time. It’s not reported nearly as much that exporters

are much better off, and scores of other companies
will be given a chance to show the world what they’re
made of.
3) You read the opinions that matter.
Brexit winners read balanced economic narrative from
properly qualified people without hidden agendas.
Choose media commentators who have a background
in providing a reasoned debate using strong, rigorous
research.
Avoid flimsy opinions based on
personalities and headlinegrabbing.
A strong
argument can be built around every sole statistic  it's
the quality, multisourced research that counts.

What comes next
At Natural Training we’re going full steam ahead
with our plan, because we know it’s right. While
others panic and put their plans on hold, which
becomes a selffulfilling negative prophecy, we are
going to work with companies who seize every day
and want their sales teams to become more
successful. Selling fixes everything, and if we all sell
our butts off then we will be making so much money
we won’t have time for doomsaying.
I fully expect comments to this article such as
“Yes Matt, but…”, followed by how bad things are.
The moment I get a sniff of negativity, I will not read
those comments. I spent 90 minutes writing this
article because I felt a duty to show people there is a
way to be a Brexit Winner, and that’s all the time I’m
going to invest. Now, I’m cracking on with my plan,
that is EXACTLY the same as it was last month, but
with even more resolve.
So, the challenge to you is clear: Be a Brexit
Winner. Steer your customers to the conversations
and topics that matter. Don’t get caught up in stuff
you can’t change – be the change agent for things
you can. And sell, sell, sell like there’s no tomorrow.
n
That’s what winners do.

Matt Drought is the CEO of Natural Training.
Find out more here
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Top Partner of the Month
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Top Sales Article & Blog Post

This Month’s Top Sales Article
At Last!! The REAL rules of the game...
by Bernadette McClelland

D

o you ever break the rules of a game? I don’t
mean cheat. I mean buck the system, or
challenge the status quo, or rewrite your narrative?
If you don’t, you might just be selling yourself short.
Here’s why:
Take a trip down history’s memory lane for a
moment. Our civilisation has got to where it is today
through evolution, and each stage has called for a
new game with new rules – socially, economically
and politically.
The industrial revolution, as we know, was
riddled with rules. It’s where you couldn’t do
anything without putting your hand up. Workers for

pay packets, kids in classrooms and corner offices
that yelled ‘Jump!’ to hear people ask, ‘How high,
sir?’. The industrial economy was based on the
carrot and the stick in order for people to do what
they were told. To obey the rules of the game.
That era created this generation’s belief systems
(i.e.what we believe to be true about everything
from religion to money to selling), our values
(i.e.what is most important to us) and personal rules
(i.e. what must have to happen if I want value X to
occur).
What underpins us personally always flows into
business.
However, we are evolving yet again. We are
Read More
exiting the Industrial Economy and...

This Month’s Top Sales Blog Post
Dead Trees, Sales Pipelines & Loss Aversion
[Research] by Jill Konrath

A

massive clap of lightning awoke me from a dead
sleep at 3 am. It was pouring outside. I
responded as I always do in a storm—rushing
downstairs to unplug my computers, hoping they
weren’t already fried.
Briefly turning on the outside light, I noticed a big
branch had fallen right outside my office. Other than
that, everything looked fine. I went back to bed and
quickly fell back asleep.
When I looked outside the next morning, I was
stunned by what I saw. Trees were down
everywhere. Our nextdoor neighbor had a massive
oak tree in the middle of their kitchen. Others had
big trees blocking their driveway. It looked like a

disaster zone. Everyone was outside surveying the
damage.
It was only then that I learned that a tornado had
hopped, skipped and jumped through our
neighborhood. There was property damage, but no
one was hurt. I felt incredibly lucky.
We only lost 10 trees. Two beautiful oaks had
blown over. As they'd crashed to the ground, a
domino reaction took down another eight smaller
trees.
Our yard was filled with dying wood. There was
still sap coursing through the veins of these big
trees, but it was only a matter of time before they
Read More
were gone. I could have spent...
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Our 2016 Partners
Click on our Sponsors to find out what they can do for you.
If you would like to learn more about the benefits of becoming a TSW sponsor
and our existing Partner Program, please find details here.

Our Principal Sponsor is
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